We Are Leo
Biography
Every once in a while a band comes along that is more than just a band; We Are Leo is
the sound of Faith, Hope & Love. They are Role Models, Neo-Missonaries & World
Changers not to mention exciting Performers w/ fresh-sounding HIT songs that have
been charting top 30 ChrRock Radio since August of 2011. With warm smiles and
down-to-earth personas, the guys of We Are Leo are energetic, fun Artists that connect
with listeners each and every night. Their songs are real & relevant.
Four years ago We Are Leo got their start practicing and writing songs in the garage of
singer David Duffield, working on music each day after working at a local Starbucks
Coffee. After making a demo recording in their garage, the bands songwriting
excellence & spiritual relevance was noticed by Ben Kasica of Skies Fall Records and
formerly SKILLET. Skies Fall then partnered with We Are Leo in the creation of their
current record which took 18 months to make in studio.
Some of We Are Leo's accomplishments include:
- HIT song Supernova Sunrise went #1 on Billboards Chr Rock Radio Chart
-their song "I'm with you" was featured in June on a Nationally Televised show with
approx 5 million viewers.
-Winner of the Lifelight Missouri 2012 New Talent Search
-"i'm with you DubStep Remix" recieved execellent reviews from several magazines,
blogs, and Radio stations, As well as being selected for Acquire the Fires Pursuit tours
website; http://www.acquirethefire.com/we-are-leo/
-Performed on Mainstage @ 3 Major 2012 Festivals: (Lifelight MO, Sonshine & Uprise)
-Performed at six 2012 Acquire the Fire's with the likes of TFK, 10th Ave North, the
Afters and Lecrea
-Shot and released SuperNova music video in associating with Skies Fall Media
(Recieving 11,000 YouTube plays within first 7 weeks)
-Spent 13 weeks on the CHR Rock top 30 chart with hit single Live for Love, peaking at
#16.
-included on 'Crossroad Radio's" Best of 2011
-#39 on Effect Radio's TOP 100 of 2011
-Featured on the front page of "Christian Music Weekly."
-Went to #7 on the Australian Christian Music Chart. And has been in the top 30 in
Austrialian for 16 weeks
-Winner, 2010 Rock and Ride Battle of the Bands, Elitch Gardens Six Flags Theme
Park opening for SKILLET
in front of a sold-out crowd of 4,500 attendees.
-went to #4 on Tweet for a Tracks.com's Most Download songs list in November of 2011
-We Are Leo's hit song Colors was featured on the pilot episode for the HalogenTV
series, The Alumni.
-Selected for Big Ticket Festivals Rock Stage
-Performed on the Lifest Edge Stage '11
-Selected from talent competition for Hills Alive Festival '11

-Performed at Life Light festival in South Dakota
-Performed at Bands that Jam for Africa to raise money for AIDS research and also
at BuFest at Paramount Ranch.
-chosen as a runner up winner and performer for www.camplified.com
-Featured at 2011 Spring Hill Camps (both summer and winter)
-Selected as a Winner of the New Artist Showcase for Purple Door Festival 2010
-Selected for JoshuaFest 11 (http://www.joshuafest.com)
-Selected for NACA's 2011 midwest showcase.
Quotes:
We Are Leo are an insanely talented group of individuals with a sound that would
please listeners of almost any age, especially the younger generation.
Great poppy radio friendly music, perfect for a hot end of summer day... Mix in a little
splash of dance beats and electro elements including some nice synths on a couple
tracks and you have the perfect album to amp you up out of the doldrums." Their song
“Oxygen” has a total 80's new wave type flair mixed pop-rock, I hear some…
combination of Peter Gabriel meets Hawk Nelson meets Runner Runner, The song
although sugary sweet, has a very hope driven message of keeping your head up in
times of desperation, hopelessness, loss, and pain.
-Indie Vision Music

